
Our Boat – Your Home 

 

 

Beneteau Oceanis 35 

Your home at sea, our Beneteau Oceanis 35 is the most luxurious yacht in the class. To make your holiday 

an unforgettable one we welcome max. 4 guests on board. 

Design is inspired by IMOCA ocean racers. She is very wide, stable and spacious. Another advantage of 

such a concept is bigger interior and exterior volume. 

At the stern, there is a folding swimming platform, elongating already big cockpit, providing easy access to 

the sea. 

Unique feature of our yacht is a cockpit hard top with portholes which is providing much better protection 

from the elements than classical tent bimini.  

 

The Cockpit 

The place to be when on a sailing boat where all the action takes place! Here you can join Captain 

Dino on the helm, hear his stories and learn a few tricks about sailing. Or just sit, relax and enjoy in 

the beautiful scenery. 

 



 

Sailing 

Yacht architect studio Fimot-Conq designed the Oceanis 35 as comfortable cruising yacht with 

ocean racer DNA. This means very wide hull with two rudder bladders, flat bottom at the back and 

lot of volume in the front, to avoid pitchpoling when downwind. 

Benefits are clear - much more stability, speed and safety. She can carry more sails being faster 

without sacrificing guests comfort by leaning too much. Planning downwind ability is not just fun 

but also a big safety feature, avoiding violent waves splashing on the boat. 

Matching speed of the weather or even being faster is the way how ocean racers manage to 

survive in tough weather. 

 

Charter boats are not made for racing, most of them are even underpowered. The standard trim is 

forcing crews to motor most of the time especially in the summer when winds are  lighter. To avoid 

that we improved our Beneteau adding Code 0 and asymmetrical spinnaker sails. This increases 

our sailing time percentage radically. We believe that sailing boat should sail and to achieve it 

bigger sails are needed in lighter winds. 

When Mother Nature decide to refuse moving air, we have a reliable Yanmar engine to bring us to 

desired destination. 



 

The Living Area 

When you enter the saloon you will be impressed by the light and airy atmosphere created by the 

modern interior design and big portholes and windows.  

On the port side there is a comfortable seating bench and dining table as well as captain's 

navigation desk.  On the starboard is a house style galley where Marlies will prepare delicious 

breakfast and lunch for you.  

 

Your Cabin 

Our Beneteau offers 2 double bed cabins. Each cabin is equipped with bright wood cabinets for 

your belongings and extra wide bed of 1.50 x 2.00 m.  

A porthole and 2 windows provide light and good airflow. For your comfort every cabin has a 220V 

AC outlet.  



 

The Bathroom / Toilet 

On the starboard side is a guests dedicated head (toilet) and shower very smartly designed offering 

a lot in a relatively small space. 

During your stay on board we provide a whole set of bathroom and beach towels free of charge. 

 


